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Abstract— Whenever a bomb explosion takes place, within 

or nearby a structure , it leads to a large catastrophic damage, 

on building’s exterior and interior components. Such as 

collapsing of wall , blowing of doors and windows and so on. 

A huge loss of life and injuries to people may also result due 

to direct blast –effects, debris impacts , fire and smoke. The 

response of a structure subjected to blast loading requires a 

detailed understanding of explosions and blast phenomenon. 

This paper presents a overview of effects of explosions on 

behavior of 1- bay 1-storey building , subjected to air or 

surface burst. This paper has also presented the procedure for 

estimating blast pressure on different faces of a building. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decades considerable attention has been raised 

on the behaviour of structures subjected to blast or impact 

loading. The use of explosives by terrorist on a large scale  

around the world is becoming a growing problem in modern 

societies. Explosive devices have become smaller in size but 

more powerful than leading to increased mobility of the 

explosive material and larger damage effects. Usually the 

casualties from such a detonation are not only limited to 

instant casaulities  as a consequence of the direct release of 

energy, but mainly to structural failures that might occur and 

could result in extensive life loss. Examples of such cases 

are  as: the terriorist attacks at the World Trade Center in 

1993 and  the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 

1995. In both of these incidents, structural failure, including 

glass breakage, resulted in far more victims and injuries than 

the blast wave itself. After the events of the 11th September 

2001 that  led to the collapse of the WTC in New York it 

was realized that civilian and government buildings, as well 

as areas with high people concentration (metro and train 

stations, means of mass transportation, stadiums etc.) are 

becoming potential bombing targets of terrorist groups. 

Keeping  this in mind structural engineers , architects , 

design engineers are seeking solutions for such blast 

situation, to protect people and structure.  

Since most engineering structures are vulnerable to 

such type of loading scenarios, a guide should be introduced 

to the designer in order to guarantee structural integrity even 

under those extreme situations. 

No building can be completely designed to resists 

the extreme attack those caused in world trade centre in 

USA. But the designer could take certain steps to better 

understand the behavior and protect the life of people. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Number of  research  has been conducted on this blast 

phenomena, by various experts and professionals . A brief 

description of some of few are listed.  “ A. Khadid”  studied 

the effect of blast loads on fully fixed stiffened plates in 

order to determine the dynamic response of the plates .“A.K. 

Pandey”  studied the  behaviour of  outer reinforced 

concrete shell of a typical nuclear containment structure 

when subjected to external explosion using non-linear 

material models.“Alexander M. Remennikov”  studied the 

various methods for predicting bomb blast effects on 

buildings. When a single building is subjected to blast 

loading using simplified analytical techniques.“ J. M. 

Dewey”  studied the properties of the blast waves obtained 

from the particle trajectories.  For the  First time he 

introduced the effect of spherical and hemispherical TNT 

(trinitrotoluene) in blast waves and determined the density 

throughout the flow .“ M. V. Dharaneepathy”  studied the 

effects of blast distance (stand-off )on tall shells of different 

heights, in order to determine the blast pressure at different 

heights.  An important task in blast-resistant design is to 

make a realistic prediction of blast pressure. 

A.thirumalaiselvi” evaluated the maximum displacement 

response of LSCC beams when subjected to blast loads , 

with the help of two different techniques i.e. duhamel’s and 

finite element method. “ Parag mahajan” studied the 

behaviour of HSC and NSC column when subjected to  

surface or air blast and this required a detailed 

understanding of blast phenomenon. 

III. EXPLOSION AND BLAST PHENOMENON 

Rapid and sudden release of large amount of energy is 

termed as explosion. On the basis of their nature , they are 

classified as : physical explosion , chemical explosion and 

nuclear explosion. In physical events , abrupt release of 

energy occurs due to failure of a cylinder. In chemical 

events rapid oxidation of fuel elements such as C and H are 

main source of energy. Where energy release from 

formation of different atomic nuclei is the main source of 

energy in nuclear explosion. 

On the basis of their physical state , they are 

classified as solid, liquid or gases . out of this three , solid 

explosives are best known as high explosives just because of 

their severe blast effects. Examples : TNT( trinitrotoluene) 

and ANFO. 

On other node, there are wide range of burst. Such 

as : air burst , surface burst, high altitude burst, underground 

burst, underwater burst. this paper is mainly limited to air or 

surface burst.  

The destructive action of nuclear weapon is much 

more severe than that of a conventional weapon and is due 

to blast or shock. In a typical air burst at an altitude below 

100,000 ft. an approximate distribution of energy would 

consist of 50% blast and shock, 35% thermal radiation, 10% 

residual nuclear radiation and 5% initial nuclear radiation. 
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Fig. 1: blast wave propagation 

Shock waves are  defined as the , waves generated 

due to the sudden release of energy. Fig 1 shows the 

propagation of blast waves.              

Huge explosion leads to wide expansion of hot 

gases, imposing a pressure in the surrounding air.   

Generated Waves moves from the explosion center . The 

leading waves, propagate by compressing the previous 

waves.  

IV. BLAST LOADING 

The effect resulting from a bomb during explosion will be 

defined by two different parameters , known as : bomb size 

or weight of a charge, and the stand-off distance. 

1) STAND- OFF DISTANCE:  it is defined as the distance 

between weapon and its target. 

2) HEIGHT OF BURST: it is defined as the direct distance 

between explosion in air and the target. 

 
Fig. 2: variation of overpressure with distance from center 

of explosion 

As a result of explosion, shock wave is generated 

in the air  which moves away in all direction , from the point 

of explosion at a speed greater than the speed of sound . 

Mathematically, blast loading can be represented by 

pressure-time profile, as shown in fig:2. It usually consists 

of an initial positive phase duration followed by an negative 

phase duration. Negative phase is of longer duration and of 

lower intensity as compared to positive phase.  

The charges when situated near by a structures 

possess a high intensity pressure on the local area of 

structures. Whereas, the charge situated far away from the 

structure produce a small duration, low intensity, over  the 

entire structure. Within the same time, entire structure is 

enclosed in the shock waves causing a frequent reflection 

and diffraction effects.  

 
Fig. 3: blast loads on building 

V. ESTIMATION OF BLAST FORCE 

A number of studies can been done to calculate the blast 

wave parameter. 

A. Maximum Values for Reference Explosion: 

The maximum value of the positive side-on overpressure 

pso,, reflected overpressure pro and the dynamic 

overpressure qo, caused by 1 tonne explosives , are given in 

table below. 

X pSO td qo pro 

15 8 5.39 10.667 41.60 

18 5 7.18 5.208 22.50 

21 3 9.33 2.643 12.94 

24 2 11.22 1.532 8.48 

Table 1: BLAST PARAMETER FOR SURFACE BURST 

OF I TONNE EXPLOSIVES 

B. Scaling Laws 

for any  other explosion, time duration and peak pressure 

can be found from cube root scaling laws, as follows: 

Scaled distance x=actual distance /W1/3 

Scaled time to = actual time /W1/3 

Where, 

W= yield of explosion in tones 

X=scaled distance 

To= scaled time 

C. Pressure on Front Face 

when the shock waves strikes the vertical face of a structure 

, normal reflection occurs , and the pressure on the front face  

instantaneously rises to peak reflected overpressure. 

Following equation can be used to calculate the pressure: 

Pro   =    Pso  (2+6pso/pso+7pa) 

Where, 

Pa = ambient atmospheric pressure. 

         The net pressure acting on front face is reflected 

overpressure or (ps +Cdq) , whichever is greater. 

Where, 
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Cd= drag coefficient 

Tc= clearance time=3S/U or td whichever is less. 

Where , 

S= H or B/2 (whichever is less) 

U = shock front velocity = M.a 

Where , 

 a = velocity of sound in air  taken as 344 m/sec 

M= mach number 

D. Roof and Side Walls:  

when tt is greater than td the load on roof and side walls 

may be considered as a moving triangular pulse having the 

peak value of overpressure (pso+ Cdqo). 

E. Overturnig of Structures: 

The difference of pressure on front and rear faces is 

responsible for tilting and overturning of structure as a 

whole. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

1) The behaviour of a structure subjected to blast loading 

is non –linear, leading to large scale loss of life and 

property. 

2) It is not possible to design all buildings blast resistant , 

only major or tall structures should be designed against 

terriorist attacks and mass explosion. 

3) Apart from direct blast effects, huge losses occurs due 

to progressive collapse, so procedures should be 

adopted to reduce them.    
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